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Our kids bring to school powerful linguistic know-how—the cadences, rhythms, and language patterns of
their homes and communities. Code-Switching Lessons shows teachers how to build on students’ existing
knowledge (Community English) to add new knowledge (Academic English). Teacher educator Rebecca
Wheeler and urban educator Rachel Swords show how to lead students in discovery learning of grammar.
Through contrastive analysis students gain explicit awareness of the contrasts between home and school
English. From there, Rebecca and Rachel show how to lead students to code-switch—to choose the language
style to fit the setting—the time, place, audience, and communicative purpose. In this way, teachers learn to
build on students’ linguistic strengths and add Academic English to students’ linguistic toolkits.
Code-Switching Lessons fits naturally into any writing block—most likely when students are revising or
editing their work—when you notice the need for a grammar minilesson to highlight vernacular and
standard alternatives. Refined over nearly ten years of classroom practice and grounded in research, the
lessons in Code-Switching Lessons share the following characteristics:
n They are based on authentic student language, written and oral.
n They use a graphic organizer as an analysis tool.
n They underpin grammar instruction with a scientific method of discovery.
n They build on the rules of vernacular and add Academic English.
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Lesson Book

Unit 1: Diversity in Life and Language

Nine grammar units form the core of the lesson
book. Each unit contains two to four lessons that
lead students to explore home and school grammar
patterns in search of generalizations, comparisons,
and contrasts. Following a scientific method of
grammar inquiry, lessons move students from defining
and classifying the grammar pattern to practicing and
applying the pattern with their own writing.
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Noun Patterns
Unit 2: Plural (“I have two brother” vs. “I have two
brothers”)
Unit 3: Possession (“I want to sing in the kid choir” vs.
“I want to sing in the kid’s choir”)
Unit 4: Plural Possessive (“My two brothers’ dogs...”)
Verb Patterns

Resources
Video and print resources support your teaching,
provide answers to frequently asked questions, and
provide an extensive list of African American English
patterns often found in school writing.
While showing teachers how to identify and successfully
respond to nine grammar patterns common among
students who speak African American Vernacular
English (AAVE), these code-switching strategies extend
to students speaking diverse dialects of US English
(Appalachian, Southern, etc), International English
(Australian English, Hong Kong English, British English),
and to students who are English Language Learners (ELL).

Unit 5: Past Time (“Yesterday I turn on the TV” vs.
“Yesterday I turned on the TV”)
Unit 6: Subject–Verb Agreement (“She work hard” vs.
“She works hard”)
Unit 7: Was/Were (“We was working” vs. “We were
working”; “They was working” vs. “They were
working”)
Unit 8: Is/Are (“We is working” vs. “We are working”;
“They is working” vs. “They are working”)
Unit 9: Be Understood (“She my best friend” vs. “She’s
my best friend”; “He playing basketball” vs.
“He’s playing basketball”)
Multiple Patterns
Unit 10: Editing for Multiple Patterns in One Sentence
Unit 11: Character and Voice in Literature and
Narrative Writing
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